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THE CHALLENGE
Bernadette asked if any GCQG quilters would like to participate in a  

challenge to demonstrate the collaboration necessary 
between a topper and a quilter.

Six quilters accepted. 

Bernadette requested that each quilter identify her area of expertise 
or otherwise indicate what she was hoping to learn 

from the collaboration challenge.

Bernadette then prepared a top for each quilter, 
Keeping in mind the information the participants provided 

 when they joined the challenge.



PARTICIPANTS 

TOPPER: 
BERNADETTE HOUGHTON 

QUILTERS: 
NANCY ASHCROFT 
ALINE DILLAHUNTY 
ROSE FITZGERALD 
KATE MEYERS 
ANN OLSEN 
ROCHELLE RICE



Aline Dillahunty

Currently having fun doing 
computerized edge-to-edge 
quilting

I channeled Denise Schmidt’s 
modern quilts and used some 
scrappy hexagons to create an 
organic design that could support 
a pantographed quilting motif



Aline Dillahunty

The Finished Quilt



Aline Dillahunty

Detail 1



Aline Dillahunty

Detail 2



Ann Olson

Does not like to do 
stitch-in-the-ditch or ruler 
work; does not mark the 
quilt top if avoidable;  
prefers her own style of 
free-motion quilting

I wanted to see what Ann 
could do with a host of 
tiny pieces that would make  
up the negative space



Ann Olson

The Finished Quilt



Ann Olson

Detail 1



Ann Olson

Detail 2



Rose Fitzgerald

Feathers and ruler work 
are her forte

I started a Broderie 
Perse medallion at the 
Academy of Applique 
and I thought this very 
traditional piece would 
Be prefect for Rose’s 
featherwork.



Rose Fitzgerald

Finished Quilt



Rose Fitzgerald

Detail 1



Rose Fitzgerald

Detail 2



Kate Meyers

An experienced quilter who has 
no preferences as to type of top

No preferences gave me free rein to 
do something completely out of my 
comfort zone.  I sliced up some 
crazy quilt blocks I had made several 
years ago and stole the layout idea 
from a quilting buddy in SC who has 
used a number of my layouts 
for her challenge quilts.



Kate Meyers

The Finished Quilt



Kate Meyers

Detail 1



Kate Meyers

Detail 2



Kate Meyers

Quilt Back



Rochelle Rice

Wants to do thread painting

Knowing little about thread painting, it was a scramble 
to come up with a design that was so outside my comfort 
zone.  I sent the inspiration fabric to Rochelle and she 
approved the insect theme.  After that, it was trial and 
error until I found the right mix of appliqué and additional 
fabrics to complete the top.



Rochelle Rice

The Finished Quilt



Rochelle Rice

Detail



Rochelle Rice

Back Detail



Nancy Ashcroft

Likes panto-gram and computerized 
quilting; enjoys quilting two 
alternating blocks

I use small blocks in my quilts but I 
had never chosen two blocks to 
alternate so this was a fun challenge 
for me.  After selecting the two 
blocks I thought worked well together 
I achieved piecing Nirvana in short 
order.  And the tertiary design was  
a pleasant surprise.



Nancy Ashcroft

The Finished Quilt



Nancy Ashcroft

Detail 1



Nancy Ashcroft

Detail 2


